
The OTHER SIDE OF TRUTH
WEEK 2 LESSON 4 
LI:  I can imagine and convey a conversation between characters 



SC: I have juxtaposed speech and action 
SC: I have used adverbial openers  
SC: I have used similes to describe characters’ feelings 

EXT: I have used metaphor (personification) for 
dramatic effect  



LI: I can interpret a metaphorical tale

Analogy: a comparison 
between one thing and 

another, typically for the 
purpose of explanation



LI: I can interpret a metaphorical tale

Which story event so far might equate to the small drum? 



LI: I can interpret a metaphorical tale

Which story event so far might equate to the small drum? 

Seeing the baby crocodile skins

Strangers assuming they are beggars

Having to share a room with foster family



LI: I can interpret a metaphorical tale

Which story event might 
equate to the medium drum? 



LI: I can interpret a metaphorical tale

Which story event might 
equate to the medium drum? 

Damage done to the purse by Pepper Red Lips

Encounter with the alleyway man

The physical discomfort of being so cold in London



LI: I can interpret a metaphorical tale

Which story event 
might equate to the 
swallowing drum?



LI: I can interpret a metaphorical tale

Which story event 
might equate to the 
swallowing drum?

The persisting pain linked with Mama’s death

Uncertainty at ever seeing family again

Utter fear of police



LI: I can interpret a metaphorical tale

Our reflections on Papa’s drum 
analogy is a useful way to recap 

story events so far. 

Keep these in mind: these will help 
you when it comes to today’s 

writing task. 









Friday 5th March 2021 
LI: I can imagine and convey a conversation between characters

Femi Papa

Imagine the conversation between Femi and Papa on the telephone, *if* Femi were to get through to Papa.  



Femi

Missing Mama

Sade

Why might he do so?  

Would Femi leave anything out?

What would Femi tell Papa? 

 What would he ask Papa?

Might Sade interrupt the phone call? 



LI: I can imagine and convey a conversation between characters

Today we are pulling together all 
the techniques practised this 

week:

similes

speech and action

adverbial openers



LI: I can imagine and convey a conversation between characters
By Ed the extraordinary 



Things to possibly include in Femi’s conversation with Papa:

Their Their Their



Things to possibly include in Femi’s conversation with Papa:







LI: I can imagine and convey a conversation between characters

The phone line clicked and Femi heard Papa’s voice answer nervously. “Yes, hello?”  
“Oh P-Papa! I…” Femi broke off, overcome by feeling.  
“Femi! Is that you son? Oh my; I cannot tell you how relieved I am to hear your voice! 
How are you - are you safely with Uncle Dele? Has he helped you settle in? How is 
London?”  
“I, it…” Stumbling over his words, Femi felt it was as if they were clumsy, awkward 
bricks that refused to stack neatly together to build sentences. His mouth was so dry 
and he couldn’t imagine where to begin. What they had been through already in just 
over 24 hours was so difficult to express. The confusion. The fright. The loss. And yet, 
here was Papa on the line. Surely everything would be okay. He could help. “Papa, we 
have so much to tell you…”



SC: I have juxtaposed speech and action 
SC: I have used adverbial openers  
SC: I have used similes to describe characters’ feelings 

EXT: I have used metaphor (personification) for 
dramatic effect  



Class book: read pages 118 – 130 (rest of chapter 16 and all of chapter 17). 
















